What kind of objects?
• Not necessarily passive -State changed only by method invocation by other objects. -Can be active with control flow of its own.
• Concurrency -Can be multiple-threads also.
-Even for single thread, various models for communication. 23/08/2007 CS 4272 9 What kind of communication?
• Inter-object communication Design Methodology ?
• UML is not a design methodology.
• It is just a language.
• Design Methodology :
-A Language plus -A process (recipe) for using this language to produce a design.
• UML is meant for :
-Iterative, rapid-prototyping styles. The Models of UML
• Requirement Models.
-Meeting point between the client and the designer.
• Structural Models.
-(Static) Relationships between Object classes. Actors.
• Behavioral Models. • Ambiguous, but bounded -Get the bound from object multiplicities.
• Otherwise State Charts
• If G/E occurs in a component then E is available during the next "tick" to all transitions whose trigger part contains E.
• Communication is, in this sense, broadcast.
• Connectors can also be quite complicated. Recap.
• Requirement models -Use cases : use case diagrams, sequence diagrams, collaboration diagrams.
• Structural models Question 1
• In the first lecture, we discussed the Y-chart approach towards embedded system design. In this approach, we evaluate an architecture instance and an "application". The key here is how the application is represented. In class, we saw various stages of developing an application ---from UML models to code. Suppose we have two Y-charts ---one operating at the UML model level and another at the code level. How will these two Y-charts be linked for the purpose of system design? 23/08/2007 CS 4272 68 Answer to Q1
• Ans: The Y-chart at the UML model level will be used to do a high-level performance analysis and ruling out parts of the design space. For the remaining design points, we can do a more detailed analysis by following a Y-chart approach at the code level. This will be the overall strategy for design space exploration.
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Question 2
• Consider a multi-processor System-on-Chip (SoC) with multiple processors requesting for bus access to read/write to several memory/peripheral modules. We want to model the communication between the different components in this system using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). What will be the classes in the system and what will be the associations? Also, list some use cases from the point of view of a processor which is trying to access the bus. You may list the use-cases in English or elaborate them using Sequence Diagrams. Explanations for Q3
Only one processor (denoted as p) can access the bus at any time. All other processors sending requests to the bus controller will be added to a FIFO queue (req_Q).
If the queue is not empty, i.e. one or more processors are requesting the bus, bus controller will immediately acknowledge the next requesting processor after current processor's communications are done or killed, which ensures the bus not idle.
A processor will inform the bus controller when its communications are done (modeled as an external event finish). Or it can occupy the bus for at most some amount of time (the burst). Thus, any processor requesting the bus will eventually get access to the bus, since the bus controller maintains a queue of waiting processors (who are waiting to access the bus). We of course rely on the assumption that any processor which is granted bus access does not occupy the bus for an indefinite amount of time.
